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ABSTRACT

“[that] which
does not change
does not endure”
- HENRI BERGSON

Numbers only quantify the development Qatar is experiencing. In Doha, the
city is a physical manifestation of these changes. The general approach to
development follows a ‘tear down, build new’ model. Potential value is lost
in what is discarded, despite necessity and convenience. This study addresses
the topic by dispelling the assumed need to destroy in order to build. In doing
so, it examines existing vernacular spaces that are often overlooked. The main
application is analyzed through agents of space, such as buildings and the
urban environment with varied outcomes.
The study introduces and encourages an alternative narrative to the existing
approach through transformative principles of preservation. It addresses the
core concepts of temporality and permanence by negotiating what to retain
and/or what to alter. Consequently, trace plays a major role as a process of
honoring and embracing the past by materializing it. Incorporating novel
elements allow for a shift in perception to occur. Value becomes a method
of enriching and elevating a topic, idea, artifact, material, function, or
experience.

[ 13 ]

INTRODUCTION

Qatar’s population recently hit the 2.4 million mark.1 To put
this in perspective, that number was 1.75 million 5 years ago.2
Numbers are not necessary to illustrate the boom the country is
experiencing; they only help to quantify the change. In Doha,
the city is a physical manifestation of this change. Having lived in
Doha my whole life, I’ve grown with the city, and have experienced
firsthand the different facets of change. These involve, but are not
limited to, the economy, commerce, culture, social diversity and
structures, number of cars on the street, diversity of population and
professions, and tourism.
With progress comes the inevitable question of the past and
heritage. The general approach to the past in Doha follows a ‘tear
down, build new’ approach. This question has been a leading topic
in various discourses regarding architecture and urbanism in Qatar,
and in similar contexts such as the United Arab Emirates. They are
often critical, commenting on the fragility of “culture and collective
memories that make up the personality of the city” in the face of
rapid “but insensitive development”. 3 Not necessarily discrediting
the progress of the city, some call for a “diversity of building type
and users, from all eras of its architectural history”. 4

1

“Qatar’s Population Crosses 2.4m for First Time, Setting New Record.”

2

“World DataBank World Development Indicators - Qatar.”

3

Bishop and Lahoud, “Old Doha: Reading the City.”

4

el Samahy and Hutzell, “In Search of Doha’s Public Realm.”

[ 16 ]

Problem Statement

Justification

Driving around Doha, I find myself experiencing its expansion,
with developments literally pushing the limits of their locations
to the outskirts of the city. With this wave of new developments in
anticipation of the FIFA World Cup 2022, attention is often diverted
from seasoned structures that have been around long enough to
witness Doha’s evolution. In the midst of all this development,
these older structures and neighborhoods are demolished and
replaced with glistening new buildings that bear little trace of time
or age, consequently visually losing contextual relevance – it’s
markings of time and place.

Qatar’s historical narrative is more nostalgic compared to cities such
as London or Singapore, where there is a very prominent historic
layer that is physically manifest in the structures around the city. In
the midst of all this progress in Doha, it’s only natural that people
reflect on the old days, a phenomenon colloquially referred to in
Qatari dialect as ‘mal lawal’ – meaning from the past or from the
beginning. Advertisements reference this often, as do National
Day celebrations and activities. Qatar Museums (QM) organized
large collective exhibitions by that title, in 2012 and 2015, which
showcased private collections of anything and everything Qatari by
Qataris.

The design of these developments is typically homogenous in
nature: a one-size-fits-all approach that pays little regard to local
context. This creates an imbalance in the city fabric and a loss in
diversity, both in the architectural and social sense; buildings
appear to be cookie-cutter resolutions lacking in distinguishable
characteristics, and areas around the city target particular groups of
the population, whilst alienating the remainder. This study intends
to address this issue by dispelling the assumed need to destroy
in order to build. It aims to introduce and encourage alternative
narratives to the existing approach through transformative and
engaging principles of preservation. Is it always necessary to
demolish in order to build, or can existing structures be looked at as
a resource to be reused and given new life, meaning, and purpose?
I champion the latter, and intend to explore it further.

With that being said, Doha is experiencing a habit of consumerism
in its development, usually treating buildings as consumables.
When we buy a pair of jeans, we don’t wear them once and then
trash them. On the contrary, the more you wear them, the more
comfortable they get. But like all things, they have a life expectancy,
and you’ll eventually damage them. Most of us, would conform
to our consumerist habits and go out to buy a new pair. The
same applies to other consumables, such as utensils, furniture,
electronics, etc. It’s easier to consume, but it’s not always enriching.
There is potential value being lost in the discarded pair of jeans that
could be utilized and transformed. The same applies to physical
space, and it is even more important in buildings because of the
cost and associated value that underlie them.

[ 17 ]

Delimitations

01
The aesthetic of the building is
similar to others around the city,
but its form is highly unique
02
This bench is one of three that
I’ve managed to spot around the
city. I assume they were taxi or
bus stops

[ 18 ]

Precedents of preservation exist in Doha, such as Souq Waqif, the
Fire Station, and in other parts of Qatar, such as the Al Zubarah
Fort in the northwest, which is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. As
these historic and iconic landmarks have already been involved
in preservation projects, this research does not intend to address
similar structures such as the Post Office or Flour Mills. These
buildings have an iconic, landmark status and are either involved
in preservation efforts by QM already, or will be prospectively.
There are other preservation opportunities around the city, and
this discourse intends to look into existing, vernacular spaces that
are often overlooked, or typically would not be associated with the
historic heritage of the country (figs 01 & 02).
This research does not necessarily offer a solution but rather raises
questions through designed outcomes, varying in mediums,
processes and methodologies. It intends to provide a template,
system or process through which the topic can be addressed. In that
sense, “transactions with materials, artifacts made, conditions under
which they are made, and manner of making” 5 express the design
knowledge and reasoning behind the topic. Though this topic is
analyzed through agents of space, such as buildings and the urban
environment, it does not necessarily dictate that the outcomes of
the research result in the same form. They are used as a reference
to frame a condition, instilling “coherence that guides subsequent
moves” 6 in the thesis. This design research is an opportunity to
explore the topic from different perspectives and directions, and
result in critical, informative, and engaging outcomes.

5

Design Studies, 111.

6

Ibid.
[ 19 ]

BACKGROUND

Kintsugi:
an analogy
of space

Kintsugi refers to the Japanese art of repairing broken pottery or
ceramics using gold or silver lacquer with the understanding that
the piece is more beautiful for having been broken
(fig. 03).7 Kintsugi, as a philosophy and approach, highlights three
main concepts: preservation, temporality or impermanence, and
authenticity. The underlying philosophies behind this art form
will be used as an analogy to explore different approaches to the
preservation of a built space.
Kintsugi addresses preservation in the restoration of broken
ceramics. It embraces the flawed and imperfect form; “to use
the injury as the central element for the metamorphosis of the
damaged ceramic into an object imbued with new
characteristics.” 8 Some processes are more transformative than
others, such as the concept of yobitsugi. Rather than repairing the
pieces to their original state, alien ceramic pieces are introduced to
the broken form, resulting in more varied outcomes.
Similarly, the concept of preservation as related to the built
environment encompasses different approaches. For lack of a
simpler definition, “To preserve is to keep something alive.” 9 Much
of the history of preservation starts with ancient monuments and
religious buildings. Rem Koolhaas, in Preservation is Overtaking
Us, highlights the shift in this historical approach, “to the point
that we now preserve concentration camps, department stores,
factories and amusement rides. In other words, everything we
inhabit is potentially susceptible to preservation.” 10 The context
from which Koolhass is referring to is a Western, primarily
European one, and exhibits the opposite of the preservation scene
in Qatar. Though Koolhaas critiques the current extent to which
preservation is practiced – his is an interesting perspective in the
sense that it suggests preservation can and is being applied to
building types that aren’t typically valued to survive. This idea is
7

“Kintsugi: The Art of Broken Pieces”

8

Iten, Flickwerk.

9

Martín-Hernández, “Time and Authenticity.”

03
Kintsugi or Kintsukuroi

10 Koolhaas, “Preservation Is Overtaking Us.”
[ 22 ]
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particularly highlighted in Kintsugi, as its application to mundane
ceramic objects results in an artifact of higher value and greater
appreciation than it had in its previous state.
Koolhaas further explains that “preservation is no longer a
retroactive activity but becomes a prospective activity” 11 and
as a result, “would presumably predefine a building’s status as
monument, even before it is physically manifested.” 12 The topic
of monuments is a recurring theme in the literature, and seems
to be inextricably linked to the topic of preserving a built space
or environment. I assume the reason behind this is historical due
to the monument being the first recipient of preservation, as well
as the current tendency in certain instances of preservation to
monumentalize a built space. There’s a sense of permanence in
doing so, and “for most people, the notion of permanence brings
a sense of security and a hedge against risk and the winds of
change.” 13 Martín-Hernández in Time and Authenticity defines
a monument as “an object that offers something more than
documentary evidence of past knowledge” due to its “uniqueness”
as an unrepeatable artifact.14
Unlike other transformative processes, the monumentalizing of
preservation provides a detached experience of that space or object,
as we often observe it and “treat it with distance, respect, and
veneration, which can stand in the way of active
engagement”. 15 This sense of detachment is addressed by Andreas
Huyssen in Present Pasts Urban Palimpsests and the Politics of
Memory, remarking that, “The more monuments there are, the

more the past becomes invisible, and the easier it is to forget.” 16
Monuments are fundamental to the history, heritage and culture
of a place, however, the preservation of such spaces tend to be of a
restorative, rather than transformative nature. There is an integral
element of human interaction and experience with space, as “we
engage the built environment not to observe from a distance but
to act on it, as an object.” 17 Users of a space define its purpose
and function, even if they do so within a dictated structure - this
demonstrates the cliché, but relevant example of how a house
becomes a home.
Ultimately, preservation has to answer the question of “what must
be retained and what may be transformed.” 18 A blend of these two
elements should emerge in the preservation of buildings, not one
or the other. When executed well, this marriage of what was and
what is, allows for a continuous experience of the past as it unfolds
into the present and future, as noted by Henri Bergson’s notion
of “temporal duration”. 19 Bergson’s concept of duration involves
“constant change, a constant ‘becoming’ of ourselves…” 20 and
is composed of ”a heterogeneity of moments that permeate one
another” in succession. 21 He further explains that it is only through
succession, a continuous flow of time and events, that we are able
to understand the connectedness of the past to the present, without
separating the present from its former state.
How then does the preservation of a building inform “our
understanding of our present and by extension our relationship
to time?” 22 Martín-Hernández explains preservation as another
transformation that unveils the history of the object within itself,

its “latent form” and for this to exist in time, Bergson’s answer is,
“to pass from state to state” because that “which does not change
does not endure.” 23 This is very true in the practice of Kintsugi
- preservation of the ceramic object recognizes the history and
changes the object has undergone in time, and treats repair as
another transformation.
Unlike Kintsugi, buildings are to be inhabited, and physically
experienced, and their context in time is equally as important
as their physical one. The idea of preservation as another
transformation is interesting, and perhaps highlights its difference
from other processes such as restoration and conservation that
“serve to freeze works of art in time, resisting time’s effects.
But the living environment can persist only through change
and adaptation.” 24 This further emphasizes my aversion to
monumentalizing buildings in the manner of preserving them
into museums of themselves that are no longer relevant to a
continuously changing present. By denying temporality, “buildings
returned to their original state become unreal architecture because
they have an artificial relationship to time”,25 resulting to a lack of
authenticity when experiencing such a space. In Doha, this is often
expressed in the excessive anti-ageing process of re-painting and
re-tiling, amongst other things, in the hopes that the space always
appears to be new.
Authenticity is another topic that seems to, occasionally and
indirectly, accompany the topic of preservation. Walter Benjamin,
a German philosopher and cultural critic, notes in The Work of Art
in The Age of Mechanical Reproduction that “the authenticity of a
thing is the essence of all that is transmissible from its beginning,
ranging from its substantive duration to its testimony to the history
which it has experienced.” 26 In Time and Authenticity, MartínHernández discusses this in terms of the patina, the appearance

of ageing and wear of material through oxidization and other
processes, as a material expression of authenticity in time, as it
allows “visual access to the temporal nature of buildings.” 27 Thus,
the authenticity of an object or building is determined by its
rendition of its presence in time and space.
The notion of authenticity is very much embedded in the wabi sabi
philosophy, as demonstrated by Kintsugi and other forms. It is the
“intentional inclusion of the damage”,28 the transformation of the
cracks into a delicate web of gold veins that become a process of
honoring the object’s history, and a testimony of imperfect beauty.
Thus, the authenticity of an object is rooted both in the past and
present. Likewise, preservation intends to “continually adapt the
expression of the latent form…to the contemporary moment, in a
way that accounts for the contingency of time.” 29
Though Kintsugi touches on the three concepts discussed in this
review, it is important to address its imperfections. Upon reflecting
on its philosophy and process, it is evident that it practices a
form of monumentality. After the repair work is completed, the
object is venerated as an artwork, becoming a permanent mark
of the impermanence captured in its fissures. This doesn’t make
it less relevant or less beautiful, so much as it references a limited
definition of preservation. The dynamism of a built space is a very
different system, and if “…the built environment is an organism,
it is so by virtue of human intervention: people imbue it with life
and spirit of place. As long as they are actively involved and find a
given built environment worth renewing, altering, and expanding,
it endures.” 30

11 Ibid.

16 Huyssen, Present Pasts, 32.

12 Bishop and Williams, The Temporary City, 15.

17 Habraken, The Structure of the Ordinary, 7.

13 Ibid., 11.

18 Ibid., 6.

14 Martín-Hernández, “Time and Authenticity.”

19 Martín-Hernández, “Time and Authenticity.”

23 Ibid.

27 Martín-Hernández, “Time and Authenticity.”

15 Ibid.

20 Kleinherenbrink, “Time, Duration and Freedom” 17 (219).

24 Habraken, The Structure of the Ordinary, 6.

28 Iten, Flickwerk.

21 Ibid., 19 (221).

25 Martín-Hernández, “Time and Authenticity.”

29 Martín-Hernández, “Time and Authenticity.”

22 Martín-Hernández, “Time and Authenticity.”

26 Benjamin, Illuminations, 221.

30 Habraken, The Structure of the Ordinary, 7.
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07
08
09
10

04
Mended Bowl

05 & 06
Installation Views

As good as it gets
The oyster’s our world (detail)
Love is a Charm of Powerful Trouble (detail)
100% Cotton (detail)

Kintsugi:
a point of
departure
Having discussed the conceptual notions of Kintsugi as related
to the built environment, there are many contemporary
interpretations of the reparative principles of Kintsugi through
various forms of art and architecture. An example is Bridget Harvey,
a London based designer, who experiments with materiality and the
concept of repair. Part of a research and exhibition residency titled
CSRes 2013, the broken blue and white ceramic bowl is pieced
together loosely with a band of green and orange tribal beadwork
(fig. 04). At parts, a single thread of beads seeps into the cracks of
the vessel, as though adhering the pieces. More aptly referencing
yobitsugi in its use of an alien material added to the broken form,
the bold juxtaposition of materials exaggerates the rupture and its
repair whilst maintaining the perception of the object as a whole.
The visibility of the damage and repair is additive to the narrative of
the object, and introduces a novel perception of the artifact in the
intersection of the two materials.

Kintsugi possesses aesthetic appeal and value in its delicate gold
lacquer as a visually subtle material intervention. Similar notions
exist in Susan Collis’ work, as she takes ordinary objects and applies
valuable materials to their composition. The work appears at first
glance, to be nothing more than a dismantled exhibition or one in
the process of its installation (figs 05 & 06). There are stepladders,
tables, brooms, wooden scraps, screws on the wall, stains on the
floor, lab coats, etc. Only upon closer inspection does the viewer
notice that the screw on the wall is in fact an 18-carat white gold
cast Phillips-head screw (fig. 07). The stepladder (fig. 08) and broom
(fig. 09) are simulated by the inlay of precious and semi-precious
stones, and the lab coat is embroidered so as to appear stained
(fig. 10). As a result, a critical conversation occurs between the
ordinary nature of the objects and the extraordinary value of the
materials.
The meticulous process of applying these prized materials and
detailed embroidery are anything but simplistic, and the works
involve a significant amount of “labor to create an object that may
easily go unnoticed, but is replete with value, be it material or
conceptual.” 31 With the marks and stains appearing as a result of
normal use, they can easily be overlooked and disregarded. Collis’s
work indirectly addresses the issue of time, as her pieces occupy
an in-between state, marking neither the beginning nor end of
an installation. The context heightens the shift in perception that
occurs, as viewers notice the careful applications and their material
value in a decorative and fiscal sense. In an interview, Collis notes
that she was “trying to make something that was very physical and
had a real presence, and yet at the same time can somehow be
invisible.” 32 This emphasizes the connection between the invisible,
and the overlooked and ordinary in her work.

31 Kingsl, “Susan Collis.”
32 Victoria and Albert Museum, Out of the Ordinary - Spectacular Craft
at the V&A.
[ 26 ]
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11
Dropping a Han Dynasty Urn

12
Colored Vases

Collis’s subtle play on opposing notions allows for critical
conversations to occur between the ordinary nature of the objects
and the prized value of the materials. Ai Weiwei is another artist
prolifically known for suggesting dichotomies that critically
challenge and question current states of culture, society, and
politics, specifically in the context of China. Weiwei is known for
expressing these concepts through various manipulations of
objects and items from Chinese antiquity, including ancient pottery
and ceramics, classic furniture, and components of old buildings,
which he uses and incorporates in his artwork. Perhaps his most
controversial work is a triptych of photographs recording Weiwei
impassively dropping a two thousand-year-old vessel onto the
ground, titled: Dropping a Han Dynasty Urn (fig. 11). The work is a
critique on the ease with which historic elements and artifacts are
suppressed and demolished in the name of progress, and as such,
raises the question of value, preservation, and monumentality.
In its ironic gesture, Dropping a Han Dynasty Urn is the symbolic
opposite of preservation, but the message and memory captured
in this split action, frozen in time through photography, lingers.
Nonetheless, Weiwei’s work does not only engage with the artifact
through destruction. Colored Vases (fig. 12) is an example of a more
additive process, whereby Weiwei dipped a series of Neolithic vases
(5,000 – 3,500 BCE) in different colored industrial paint. Another
form of contradiction is expressed in the handcrafted Neolithic
[ 28 ]

vases and the uniformly colored, mass-produced nature of the
industrial paint. In some cases, the vase isn’t completely coated by
the paint, and the dripping reveals the original artifact underneath,
strengthening the visual contrast and layering of both materials
and notions. The relevance of this work is that Weiwei neither
demolishes nor monumentalizes - the vase remains structurally
intact, whilst also being interfered and engaged with by the surface
coloring.

13
Dust to Dust

Another work by Weiwei that illustrates his ongoing cultural
investigation is Dust to Dust (fig. 13), comprised of thirty glass jars
filled with the pulverized remains of Neolithic vessels arranged in
rigid rows and perfectly centered within wooden cubicles. Though
the artwork required the irreversible destruction of highly valued
relics, they are re-appropriated and presented in a novel format,
respectfully preserved in glass vessels - perhaps a nod to their
previous function. The artist often instigates contradictions in the
work by using contrasting materials. The glass jars are transparent,
minimalist in aesthetic, and identical - the very opposite of the
remains they host. The title of the work references a cycle of life, the
dust reminiscent of ashes and metaphorically of death and rebirth.
It touches on the concept of transience and impermanence. Just as
some people house the remains of their loved ones in urns, Weiwei
is encasing the ashes of China’s history, lest they be forgotten in the
surge of progress the country is undergoing.
[ 29 ]

14
15
Splitting

Weiwei’s work depicts a struggle in balancing preservation and
monumentality, which perhaps explains the contradictory nature
of his work. Rather than distancing himself and venerating these
objects of antiquity, Weiwei actively engages these artifacts
through different processes, resulting in a transformative form of
preservation. The outcomes, however, are monumental in nature,
venerated in art galleries and museums. Gordon Matta-Clark
approaches his artwork in much the same way, and is best known
for his architecture and urban interventions. Having studied
architecture but not practiced it professionally, Matta-Clark uses
buildings as his medium, deconstructing their structure to allow
for different perspectives and narratives to form and exist around
the building. Splitting (figs 14 & 15) and Conical Intersect (figs
16 - 18) are two of Matta-Clark’s prominent works exhibiting his
deconstruction process. The former artwork includes a two-story
home in New Jersey facing demolition where the artist, as the
title states, strikingly splits the whole structure down the middle.
The latter involves radial incisions, in conical forms, through two
adjacent 17th century buildings also facing demolition near the
Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris, which was under construction
at the time.
Matta-Clark’s practice revolves around the refusal to construct,
resorting to a subtraction from existing architectural structures.
In Splitting, Matta-Clark reveals the compartmentalization of the
[ 30 ]

rooms in the house, and in effect their relationship to the division
of property and terrain in the greater context that surrounds it.
Interestingly, similar to Weiwei’s notion of preservation through
deconstruction, Matta-Clark notes that in Splitting, “what the
cutting’s done is to make the space more articulated, but the
identity of the building as a place, as an object, is strongly
preserved, enhanced.” 33 In Conical Intersects, Matta-Clark uses
the radial openings in the two structures to direct the attention of
passersby to the alignment of the artwork in relation to the Tour
Eiffel and the Centre Pompidou. The openings not only function as
a view into the structures they reveal, but as a visual link that when
looked through connects the iconic monument and building that
“form past and present eras of Paris.” 34 The work also addresses,
structurally, the loss in continuity between the old and new, a
critical commentary on progress.

each other out. The work is more gestural in nature rather than
a permanent symbolic form. Accepting its irreversible fate, the
impermanence of the structures are permanently documented
and captured as photos. The medium of photography used here is
similar to Weiwei in the sense of capturing a fleeting moment as an
object in the process of destruction. Matta-Clark even deconstructs
the photographs, as seen in his collages of Splitting, skewing the
images as a visual representation of his conceptual framework.
Photography is a powerful medium in documenting changes,
as is the case with Doha, where the rate of development is truly
understood in the juxtaposition of photos taken 30 years ago to the
present day. Currently, in some instances around the city, it doesn’t
require one to look back that many years, as the changes occurs
within a shorter time frame.

Time plays a significant element in Matta-Clark’s work, specifically
in both the aforementioned projects. Both structures were
designated for demolition, involving a form of “double
negation” 35 – Matta-Clark’s incisions to a dying structure cancel

33 Graham, “Gordon Matta-Clark,” 600.
34 Ibid., 605.
35 Ibid., 607.

16
17
18
Conical Intersect
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20 Concept Diagram
21 Footprints of previous
Serpentine Pavilions

19
Serpentine Gallery Pavilion 2012

Similar to Matta-Clark’s act of revealing and delayering of a
building through his incisions is the archaeological nature of the
2012 Serpentine Pavilion designed by Herzog & de Meuron (HdM)
in collaboration with Ai Weiwei (fig. 19). Every year, since 2000,
the Serpentine Gallery has commissioned reputable architects
to design a temporary pavilion located on the front lawn of the
gallery in Hyde Park. Rather than adding another object to the site,
HdM and Weiwei chose to reflect on the history of the site, going
underground and revealing the invisible. They dug five feet into the
soil, and attempted to reach ground water to incorporate into the
Pavilion as an invisible aspect of the park. The team encountered a
different reality through the excavation, namely telephone cables
and the remains of foundations. “Like a team of archaeologists, we
identify these physical fragments as remains of the eleven Pavilions
built between 2000 and 2011…These remnants testify to the
existence of the former Pavilions and their more or less invasive
intervention in the natural environment of the park. All of these
traces of former pavilions will now be revealed and reconstructed.” 36
Their process involved the layering of different traces, forms and
footprints of previous pavilions, utility lines, circulation paths,
landscaping, etc. (figs 20 & 21) The result is an open structure,

sunken into the ground of the lawn with a floating water
platform as a roof 1.5 meters above ground. It is supported by
eleven columns representing each past pavilion, and the twelfth
representing the current structure. The choice of materials is
interesting with the interior clad in cork, a natural material, echoing
the excavated soil for the site, allowing the structure to be in
harmony with its natural context. The mirroring effect of water in
the floating roof provides a continuously changing reflection of the
sky and surrounding trees, an ephemeral experience in a temporary
structure. As a reflection, the water feature represents the design
ethos of the Pavilion.
HdM and Weiwei’s Serpentine Pavilion plays with different
layers of memory - the memory expressed in the materials used,
and the memory of the physical site. This perhaps explains the
architect’s collaboration with Weiwei since he addresses these
topics prolifically in his work, as previously noted. Moreover, the
format of a pavilion is an ideal setting for a project that reflects on
impermanence because of its temporality as a structure. Thus, the
pavilion is very anti-monumental in its nature.

36 “Herzog & de Meuron and Ai Weiwei’s Serpentine Gallery Pavilion
Design Revealed.”
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This is the complete opposite to the direction taken by Dutch studio
Oving Architecten in their enclosure of an SS commander’s former
home at the Westerbork Nazi concentration camp
(figs 22 - 24). A large glass vitrine encloses the 1939 green and
white timber house, which was declared a national monument in
1994 - a perplexing notion given the history it manifests. The effect
is jarring, as the house is shrouded by the glass and steel structure,
freezing it in time and place. Intended as a memorial, Oving
Architecten’s enclosure acts as a protective element to preserve
the historic monument as well as to create a public space that
hosts various activities and educational programs. The enclosure is
entered through an adjacent weathered steel structure that includes
a pantry and toilet facilities, acting as a transitory threshold into the
space on a more human scale. The material choice of glass, visually
allows the context to permeate and surround the house, retaining a
sense of place, although a detached one.

22
23
24
Commander’s Residence Canopy

Unlike other examples discussed, the project by Oving Architecten
utilizes a different expression of memory and time. Its uniqueness
lies in the assertive visual expression of its method of conservation
unlike other examples that attempt to preserve without the outward
knowledge of how it was done. The structure appears to be sealed
off or quarantined, in the physical sense, and historical. Though it
is intended to serve as a memorial, the structure is preserved for
a different purpose. Rather than the archetypal monument that
glorifies a historic reference of sorts, this particular example puts
it to shame. Germany follows a similar approach as discussed by
Huyssen, stating that “Many critics have described Germany’s
current obsession with monuments and memorials as the not
so subtle attempt at Entsorgung, the public disposal of radiating
historical waste.” 37 The physicality and presence of these memorials
provides Germany with a means to absolve itself of its historical
guilt.

37 Huyssen, Present Pasts, 32.
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26 Sironiana con gasometro
27 ARCHITETTURA SOLO FORMA/ONLY FORM ARCHITECTURE. Architecture is only its shape.

On the topic of memory and monument, Italian architect,
Beniamino Servino, notes that a monument stands as a “physical
representation of collective memory.” 38 Servino engages
architecture in a theoretical sphere, using translation (traduzione),
tradition (tradizione), and betrayal (tradimento), as a triadic
framework through which he observes, and (re)interprets the
built environment. His work, in the form of hand drawings,
mixes media collages and texts to address these concepts in
relation to abandoned landscapes and buildings (figs 25 - 27).
He preserves fragments of the sites and transforms them through
visual representations. Rather than starting from scratch, Servino
builds on his drawings as an extension of another author’s work,
“a continuing layering that does not erase the existing.” 39 His
aesthetic value is rooted in the disappearance of hierarchy; the
ancient monument, unfinished concrete structure, and material
renderings, all share the same plane and importance. His visual
representations are far from reality, providing an artistic expression
of his conceptual framework – tools to build architectural narratives.
While they don’t offer a solution to the continuity of these
structures, they provide insight into the possibilities of what these
sites could become.

25
Torre tozza analoga con
adduzione nerviana

The examples discussed thus far demonstrate a wide diversity
of approaches in evaluating, addressing, intervening with, and
interpreting the themes of this thesis topic. Materiality of the work
is a critical component that is carefully studied and considered their connotations, value, and visibility. These examples provide
a broad yet nuanced understanding of how artists and architects
can engage with materials and form. The variety of processes and
systems they applied – breaking, painting, inlaying, splitting,
wrapping, covering, revealing, writing, collaging, and more - reveals
a wide spectrum of aesthetic and technical possibilities. On the
whole, techniques may be divergent, however, on their own
these works manage to achieve a harmony of concept, form, and
materiality, that is integral to my own explorations.

38 Servino, Obvius. Diario [con poco scritto e molte figure]., 246.
39 Ibid., 92.
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Conceptual
Framework
Based on my background research, I have synthesized the following
terms as key components of my project. These terms inform the
conceptual framework, physical explorations and outcomes of the
thesis. I intend to use these terms as “generative abstractions”40
that “can function both to transform the situation and to be
transformed by it.” 41 I have defined them in light of their relevance
to my research.

Preservation

Trace

The overarching theme of my research, “to preserve is to keep
something alive,” is applicable to all things physical and abstract,
from buildings to ideas. Rather than providing a standstill outcome
or conclusion, I see preservation as a transformative process that
negotiates what to retain and/or what to alter. In this sense, there
is an element of repair that is also addressed, as there is a level of
engagement in the transformative process, all whilst maintaining
contextual relevance and integrity through the balance of old and
new.

A physical representation of memory and presence, trace is a
process and method of honoring the history of an artifact. Its
visibility is a crucial component in depicting layers; a collection
of additive or subtractive material and interactions that result in
a residue. Trace exhibits a strong connection between time and
materiality - some traces are more permanent than temporary, and
others require a longer time frame to collect and become visible. It’s
a way of materializing our presence.

Temporality/Permanence

Value

In effect, these terms refer to states of time and being, as Bergson’s
theory of duration illustrates that “which does not change does
not endure.” Temporary permanence, or permanent temporality
addresses the issue of time as a continuous experience of the
past as it unfolds into the present and future. Reciprocating the
transformative qualities of preservation, there is continuity in time
and progression; denying it results in a lack of authenticity and loss
of contextual relevance.

Value is difficult to define because of its abstract and relative
quality – what is valuable to me might not be valuable to you.
Value is the result of a positive addition or contribution that
enriches and elevates a topic, idea, artifact, material, function, or
experience. I find that the most successful way of identifying value
is detecting when a shift in perception occurs, when something
you were unconscious about is revealed through a novel format or
experience. It results in a sense of appreciation that is embedded
and imbued in the experience.

40 Design Studies, 112.
41 Ibid., 113.
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PRELIMINARY
EXPLORATIONS

The following explorations are preliminary investigations into my
thesis topic. The first is a studio project that instigated my interest in
the concept of trace. The following three cases were one-week long
experiments that explored different themes in relation to the thesis
topic. The last project had a longer timeframe and explored a single
theme in more depth. The projects are diverse in their conceptual
references and outcomes, which allowed for a range of study and
exploration to foster, often critically re-thinking, the direction of the
thesis.

[ 41 ]

30
31 & 32
33
Process images of Handle Me project

28 Maritime Alps. Holding 17 years of growth
(It will continue to grow except at that point).
29 Walking a Line in Peru

1.
Handle Me
On the topic of mass customization, the project brief entailed the
use of one’s body as the customization device to produce artifacts.
The works of Guiseppe Penone (fig. 28) and Richard Long (fig. 29)
were pivotal in gaining a better understanding of the elements
of trace and time in relationship to the body and environment.
I approached the project by thinking about the body as a tool
that is applied repeatedly through a system to create a series of
objects. In a simple equation, that translated into: BODY + SYSTEM
= SERIES. The element of customization was embedded in the
analog production process, resulting in different iterations and
inhomogeneous outcomes.
Deliberating possible applications for the project, I surveyed what
our bodies get into contact with during the day. In doing so, I
remembered a quote by Juhani Pallasmaa in The Eyes of the Skin:
Architecture and the Senses: “The door handle is the handshake
of the building.” 42 Pallasmaa’s phrase is poetically expressive of
a daily encounter, with a typically mundane, overlooked object.
The use of “handshake” to evoke the elements of introduction,
welcoming, exchange, and touch that are inherent in door handles,
triggered the project’s direction.
The intent of this project was to create a door handle that was
unique to a person’s hand imprint; formed by it. I used Magic
Sculpt, a two-part epoxy and resin sculpting material to capture the
imprint. Using standard, sprung lever door handles, sleeves were

3D printed to slide onto the handle to ease material application. A
layer of rolled Magic Sculpt was applied onto the 3D printed sleeve
(fig. 30). As a parameter and measurement for comparison, an
individual person turned the handle 10 times (figs 31 & 32). The
outcome was a series of door handle sleeves formed by people’s
hands (fig. 33).
The handles documented the character of each person’s interaction
– where they placed their hand, how much force they applied,
even the grooves of their fingerprints. The traces left behind were
visible, tactile, and literally unique (fig. 34). However, the brevity
of the process, determined by the material hardening quickly,
was ineffective and limiting. Expanding the hardening time
would allow for several people’s traces to be collected. The process
would be more reflective of how we interact with door handles in
that numerous people use them, never just one individual. As a
demonstration, a door handle made of glued sheets of balsa wood
was installed. After adhesion, the material was dense enough to
require more time for any trace to leave an impression. After 6
weeks, the handle registered a lot of use, but the trace was minimal.
The edges were softened, scratches were evident, and parts of the
surface were stained. However, the material did not reflect the
usage adequately through the lack of deformation that occurred
(fig. 35).

42 Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin, 62.
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34
Different outcomes of the project.
Each handle is unique to an
individual’s hand imprint
35
Balsa wood hand after 6 weeks of
installation
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The project enabled me to explore the relationship between the
concept of trace and the role of materiality. The outcomes allowed
for a better understanding of the visual and tactile dimensions
of trace, and their quality in reflecting the usage, material, and
timeframe. It prompted me to consider our interaction with our
environment – how we impact it, the residue we leave behind,
and our awareness of these elements. How can the design of the
handle, or material choice, demonstrate or express its use? Is it
just visual, or does it also have a tactile dimension? How can the
“handshake” be captured expressively rather than through the
mediation of a sterile, generic form?

[ 45 ]

36
37
The outcomes highlighting
the added materials and their
relationship with the break

2.
Complete
Me
Inspired by Kintsugi, I wanted to reinterpret the philosophy and
aesthetic in the second week of the accelerated, one-week projects.
A faculty member approached me with a broken cup. It was plain,
and arguably, had very little value. For those reasons, it was perfect
for the investigation. Interested in the element of visibility in
Kintsugi—i.e., how it embraces the fracture and reveals it—I wanted
to rethink its (re)assembly instead of closely retaining its original
form, as Kintsugi often does.
Separating the broken pieces, I completed the form with the
integration of the fragment. The material choice to fill the gap was a
crucial component in highlighting the fracture, and an alternative to
the traditional gold or silver lacquer was pursued. The larger broken
piece was easier to begin with because of its substantial form and
structural stability, which clearly demarked the original profile of
the cup. I chose an elastic cord that had a similar white color as the
cup, and with a diameter that was approximately identical to the
thickness of its walls. It was, however, a radically different material
in its properties due to its elasticity and long continuous length.
Embracing those qualities, I measured and cut lengths of the cord,
stacking them layer-by-layer, and attached each end of the cord
to the wall of the broken form. I continued the process until the
gap demarked by the broken piece was filled. What had started as
a broken, incomplete, and lacking form, was now completed and
[ 46 ]

whole. It was no longer a part, but the sum of a part and more.
The second broken piece was much smaller, with very little stability.
I used cotton rope, and though it had the flexibility of the elastic
cord; its diameter was not the same, nor was its color. I maximized
on the continuous length of the material, and instead of cutting
individual pieces, I layered the rope in one, uninterrupted piece.
The break dictated the application and direction of the material.
Similar to a 3D printing process, I unraveled the rope and went
around the form, stacking the layers with hot glue to keep
everything intact.
In both outcomes (fig. 36 & 37), the fractured piece dictated the
final shape by directing the application of the material a certain
way. The material traced the break. It was integrated and visible,
amplified by the contrasting materials. The shift in perception
and quality, and the unexpectedness of the material, heightens
the overall value of the cup. However, it failed to address the
functionality of the object. Similar to Kintsugi, the outcomes
became a work of art, which highlighted a number of questions.
How could the function be retained, or a new one introduced? What
if more broken pieces were incorporated into the same form, out of
their original order? How could the same concept and process be
applied to objects on a larger scale, or to different surfaces?
[ 47 ]

38
With the visible attempt to
patch up the crack, it still breaks
through

39
The silicone mix poured over a
crack on the garage floor

40
The different outcomes of the poured
silicone. The material picked up
some debris as it filled in the cracks
and took their shape

41 & 42 Plaster casts of the silicone molds
43 & 44 Charcoal tracings of the cracks on the ground

3.
Capturing
Cracks
To continue the exploration in the visibility of fractures, I
investigated different ways of documenting them. Breaks, fractures,
and wrinkles, are all marks that ground something in place and
time, signifying its history and context. I photographed cracks,
breaks, and fractures, and while the method was convenient, there
was something lost in the flatness of the image (fig. 38). There is
tactility to cracks that photography failed to capture. The case study
for this project was my garage floor, a surface that has been treaded
on by every member of my family, friends, and vehicles over 30
years. It added value to the process as a direct physical embodiment
of accumulated traces.
The aim of this project was to give mass and form to cracks – to
occupy their void. Using a platinum cure silicone rubber mix, I
poured the mixture over three different cracks on the ground to
produce positive molds (fig. 39). Once it dried and was peeled
back, the silicone registered all the details, from the texture of the
ground to the depth of the cracks (fig. 40). Capturing the ruptures
in a cement ground using a rubbery and flexible material created
an interesting material contradiction. Since I had the positive mold,
I decided to explore another method of documentation. I used
plaster cloth to cast over the silicon mold to capture the negative
form. I layered the plaster to the desired thickness, controlling how
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much liquid was added and adding more to soften the plaster.
Compared to the cement ground, the plaster gave a softer, more
fragile material quality that resulted in a softened fracture (figs 41
& 42).
Intrigued to find an alternative two-dimensional method to
photography, I considered more material processes. I remembered
an activity kids often carry out, where you trace over an object using
chalk or crayons. I laid paper over the cracks on the ground, and
ran a graphite stick, oil pastel crayon, and charcoal over the cracks
to capture their trace. The charcoal worked the best, as it was the
softest and picked up more details (figs 43 & 44). The trace was
more poetic, but it was more accurate than a photograph in its
expression of materiality and texture.
Each documentation method had vastly different outcomes, all of
which demonstrated an alternative aesthetic and material value.
They addressed materiality, tactile quality, and the opposition
between hardness and softness. The documentation was the key
aim of the project, addressing the notion of freezing something in
time, similar to Weiwei and Matta-Clark’s photographical work. The
negative and positive molds, and the tracings, are all but snapshots
of these changing elements in a particular place and time.

[ 49 ]

45
10 sentence long arrangement

4.
ConTEXTual
9 weeks into the semester, I had experimented with the themes
through two-dimensional and object-based projects. I decided to
work with text, as a complex system of construction and narrative.
The goal of the project was to explore the semantics of fragmented
text, altering its order, structure, and narrative. Inspired by the
‘exquisite corpse’ approach, I used Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino
as a case study. I scanned and printed chapters from the book onto
tracing paper. Two different methods to the ‘exquisite corpse’ were
carried out. The first involved cutting out the first sentence from the
first chapter, second sentence from the second chapter, and so on,
in a consecutive manner. The second process was less calculated,
and the content was more deliberate in its order and placement.
The first method resulted in a 10 sentence long composition that
was very random in its narrative. It exhibited very little continuity,
if any (fig. 45). The second method resulted in a 6-sentence
arrangement that was less random in narrative, but still read
with some glitches (fig. 46). The book is a series of disorienting,
fictional writings by Marco Polo in which he ostensibly recounts
various cities to an emperor when in fact he’s describing Venice
in all of them. Therefore, breaking the structure of the text and
reassembling it still worked in a surreal, figurative way. The
fragments of text belonged to a larger context that referred to the
same narrative. The cutouts from the printed pages exhibited the
trace of the process, signifying a missing fragment in the narrative a crack in the text (figs 47 & 48).
[ 50 ]

46
6 sentence long arrangement

47 & 48
Traces of the cut out sentences

As a different method of working with text, exploring its
relationship with architecture, I produced digital collages of
building facades with textual components imported from
different contexts. Even though I introduced an alien element to
the building, it was compatible due to the similarity in the form,
placement, and aesthetics. For example, the yellow Singaporean
building with the Venice Biennale Monditalia sign (fig. 49) merged
well, since the original location of the sign at an entrance echoed
the placement on the doorway – both marked a point of entry. As for
the second collage (fig. 50), the imported components were subtly
placed and referenced the context in multiple layers, the outcome
of which was hybridized. A London street sign referenced the
colonial history of Singapore, and the Arabic store signs referenced
the location of the street, Arab Street.
I found the method of collaging, in both the textual compositions
and the images, as an effective tool to shift the perception of the
viewer. Similar to Servino’s work, the juxtapositions in the image
prompts one to question the possibilities for such a building, and
the transfiguration of the text plays with its interpretation and
context. In the decontextualizing of elements and fragments, the
question of what to retain and what to transform is addressed.
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49
A Singaporean colonial building, part of the
National Heritage Board + a sign taken from the
Venice Architecture Biennale 2014
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50
Arab Street in Singapore + road sign in
London + shop signs in Qatar
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charcoal
conte crayon
gold/silver/copper leaf
glitter (loose and fabric)
gouache paint
watercolor paint
vaseline
perfume

powders / soft material
lightweight material

material configuration

pocket configuration

full cover

single

3-in-1 (or) 2-in-1

3-in-1 (or) 2-in-1

selective

compartments

layered

matta-clark layers

water soluble
oil-based
scent

51
Material break-down

55
10 pocket pouches for final documentation

52
Different material applications,
and the structure of the pockets

5.
TRACE
This project was an in-depth study into a particular theme - trace.
The brief entailed that the outcomes would have to be housed
within the context of a pocket. The frame of inquiry was comprised
of the additive, subtractive, permanent, temporary, and transfer
qualities of trace. I was interested in capturing our presence
through what we interact with, and allowing a visual awareness of
that process to be documented. When someone reached into their
pocket and pulled their hand out, whichever material was in the
pocket would be transferred onto them and the environment as a
mark of their presence.
The foundation of the project was a standard 5” square pocket that
hosted different materials. Various material tests and different
adhesives involved experiments with powders/soft material,
lightweight material, water-soluble material, oil-based material,
and scent (fig. 51). I devised different methods of configuring the
pocket, and the materials within (fig 52). I laser cut white keys, coins
and USBs, objects typically kept in pockets, in order to document
the subtle material nuances in the interaction with the pocket. They
provided a form of measurement and commonality to compare the
traces picked up by the different materials (figs 53 & 54).

53 & 54
Laser cut white pocket paraphernalia and the
material trace left on them after the interaction

(jacket, trouser, back pocket, etc.). 10 different people participated
by placing the pouches into their pockets, and I photographed their
interaction (figs 56 - 61).
The outcomes were varied, and each material left a trace differently.
At the end of the project, I revealed one side of the pouches
to observe the trace left on the inside lining. Some pouches
exhibited the material completely worn out, whereas other
permanent materials were still in tact (figs 62 - 64). The project
was an important study into deconstructing the qualities of
trace, and an exercise in designing a methodology to document
them. The project brought up the question of how we impact our
environment. What do we leave behind? Do we subtract or add? Is
it permanent or temporary? What is the nature of the transfer that
occurs?

For the final documentation of the project, I produced 10 pocket
pouches that housed the different material configurations within
them (fig. 55). The focus was the material trace transferred between
the hand, object and pocket, as a form of recording the interaction
between the three components and the extended environment. The
pocket pouches were attached into existing pockets using Velcro
strips, allowing the pouch to adapt into any pocket environment
[ 54 ]
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56
57
58
Charcoal powder

59
60
61
Glitter

62
63
64
Evidence of material transfer in pocket
pouches after the interactions
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PROJECT
OUTCOMES

This research started as an observation of change I’ve witnessed
around me over a span of several years. The topic of Adaptability
in a State of Flux can be applied to multiple facets; cities, life,
my MFA experience - anything that is constantly transforming
in order to endure. The project outcomes were developments of
previous explorations, or reference a particular process or material
I previously experimented with. The projects were driven by the
premise of adaptability through the constructs of preservation,
temporality / permanence, trace, and value. They exhibit elements
of the built environment through spatial references and theories
in more tangible forms, as an indirect correlation to what initially
inspired the discourse.

1:
Complete
Me

65
66
Process images of applying the
copper wire to the break

67
68
Final outcome of the third piece
of Complete Me series, exhibited
with the preceding two

[ PRESERVATION ]
I presented both pieces of Complete Me exploration in the thesis
exhibition. As an addition to the duo, I worked on the remaining
broken piece of the cup to complete the fractured set. I continued
the material experimentations with the introduction of copper
wire. Following a similar process, I began with the broken piece
and applied the wire according to the fracture of the piece (figs 65
& 66). The wire was very thin and pliable, and offered a radically
different quality and aesthetic than the other two pieces. Despite
the metallic material, there was delicateness in the thin wire, which
provided an intense contrast to the ceramic (figs 67 & 68).
Over the course of the thesis, I found myself constantly referring
back to these objects. As three-dimensional collages of fragments,
they became an analogy to my inquiries and framework. They
highlight preservation in the act of transforming them rather
than discarding them. In terms of the concept of temporality and
permanence, the break is frozen in time and place, enhanced
and continued by addition of new materials. Trace is exemplified
in visibility of the break, its past condition, and added material,
which is visible and felt. Value is demonstrated in the juxtaposition
of materiality, and the different behaviors they provoke when
interacting with objects.
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In terms of their value, I was reminded of a line in J. Cole’s Crooked
Smile, where he raps, “We ain’t picture perfect, but we worth the
picture still.” 43 The line is a perfect description to the imperfect
beauty of objects. By embracing their flaws, these pieces developed
a distinct character and quality, supplemented and supported by
something added and dissimilar. They embodied a human quality
and fact of life: when we fall we rise again and continue on.

43 J. Cole (Ft. TLC) – Crooked Smile.
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69
70
Museum of Islamic Art
Education City Ceremonial Court

2:
Piece
Together
[ VALUE ]
Inspired by Servino’s work and collages I previously experimented
with, I represented the conceptual framework of the thesis in
a more visual and graphic manner, in order to create a visual
vocabulary of the defined terms. Different collages provided for a
simpler representation in the complexity of topics. To visually link
the context of Doha, I incorporated some photographs I took of
interesting buildings around the city into collages.
The compositions were constructed by negotiating components to
keep, change, and/or add. Each collage resulted in a different ratio
between the three the elements. The collaging process requires the
image to be broken up in order to transform it, similar to Weiwei
and Matta-Clark’s works. The method of combining the fragments
was an integral characteristic to consider. Some compositions
heightened the disparity in the image by emphasizing the
fragments, whereas others were blended in and nearly
camouflaged. Each process and method resulted different aesthetic
value in the composition.
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For each collage, it was important to set the framework and
parameter within which the point of view for the particular piece
was established. What was the intent behind the collage? What
is the perspective, or shift in perception? What happens in the
displacement and juxtaposition of the fragments? The outcomes
serve as a visual vocabulary that illustrates different methods and
forms for putting together a fractured image (figs 69 - 71). The
digital collages highlighted overlooked, vernacular structures
around Doha by decontextualizing them. The contrast between
their ‘ordinariness’ and the iconic settings they were placed within
caused a shift in perception. This in turn allowed for a renewed
appreciation of their character.
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71
Doha Skyline

Museum of Islamic Art background taken by Kirsten Eggeling
http://muftah.org/envisioning-the-future-in-doha-and-astana/#.VyqC4mRcSko
Education City Ceremonial Court background taken by Sam Agnew
https://www.flickr.com/photos/samagnew/5558708812/
Doha Skyline background taken by Michael Hungerford
http://hungerfordgeographic.blogspot.qa/2013/05/a-day-in-doha.html
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73
74
75
76
Copper process

3:
Hands-On

72
Different materials used for the
Hands-On project

[ TRACE ]
This project was a continuation and development of the Handle Me
exploration. Door handles are functional objects and, regardless of
their usage, they are often overlooked components of a built space.
As a continuation of previous exploration, the objective was to
create a system that captured imprints from a collective use of the
handle, thus its form shaped by use(rs).
To identify an appropriate material selection for various
applications, different materials were studied for their properties,
functionality, and qualities. I classified the material options by
categories of: surface transformation, and formal transformation.
The former entailed a change in the material at the surface level,
whereas the latter allowed the actual material structure and form to
change. Similar to the exploration, the materials were placed on 3D
printed sleeves that slid onto door handles (fig. 72). I utilized both
sides of three doors, located between the MFA studios and faculty
offices. I documented the changes in the material by taking photos
every week for five weeks. As each material required a particular
process and behaved differently, I will describe their outcomes
individually.
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Copper

I chose copper as its untreated form tarnishes very well with use
and exposure to the environment. Using thin gauge copper sheets,
I cut the sheet to the size and shape of the door handle to create a
sleeve. I hammered the copper and bent it into a cylindrical shape,
which was followed by sanding down and polishing the surface.
A total of three copper sleeves were made. One remained in its
polished state to use as a ‘before’ example. The other two were
placed on door handles at either end of the space (fig. 73).
One week after their installation, I was expecting some tarnishing to
have occurred. 80% of the surface had changed from the polished
copper I left it as (fig. 74). The material delivered what it promised,
but I was regretful that I didn’t document the changes in smaller
increments than a week. As the weeks passed, it was remarkable
to observe the subtle nuances in the transformation (figs 75 & 76).
It was clear where people’s hands didn’t come into much contact
with the copper, as those areas remained polished. Other areas
with greater contact went through a color transformation in the
tarnishing, changing from a brown discoloration to a lighter orange
hue.
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77
78
79
80
Gold & Copper Leaf process

Gold & Copper Leaf

Inspired by the TRACE project, the transfer of a trace between the
user and door handle was an element I wanted to address. I placed
15 layers of alternating gold and copper leaf, using rubber cement
to lightly adhere the layers to one another and to the 3D printed
sleeve (fig. 77 ). There was a contradiction between the delicacy and
fragility of the material, compared to our unmindful interaction
with a door handle. A week after installation, the use of the handle
was already visible. The leaf material was worn out, revealing the
alternating layers, and at parts you could see all the way through
to the white 3D printed sleeve (figs 78 - 80). One of the professors
didn’t enjoy the remnants of gold leaf left on his hand, and avoided
the handle for the remainder of the semester.
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Gypsum

81
82
Gypsum handle at day of
installation and broken after a
couple of days

As a reference to building materials, I experimented with gypsum
plaster. In order to de-stabilize and soften the gypsum for it to be
easier to deform, I mixed the powder with sparkling water. The
effervescence resulted in the material becoming much lighter and
porous. Pieces of gypsum crumbled upon contact (fig. 81). Was the
material more valuable having been mixed with Perrier? Perhaps
not because of the brand of sparkling water, but due to how it
changed the material properties. A couple of days after installing
the handle, I received a message with a picture of the gypsum
handle broken into two (fig. 82). It didn’t handle (no pun intended)
twisting forces, and was very fragile.
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83
84
85
86
Clay process

Clay

87 & 88
89
3D scanned clay handle
3D printed handle

As a development of previous explorations, I was determined to
find a way to capture changes to the form of the handle. Magic
Sculpt worked in capturing imprints, but the task required a
material that could remain pliable for a longer time frame. For
this project, I used plasticine clay, an oil-based modeling clay that
doesn’t dry when exposed to air. I rolled out the clay and covered
the 3D printed sleeves, keeping the clay thick so that the marks left
would be more visible (fig. 83).

temporality of material that allowed for surface transformation to
continuously occur. Since I outsourced the 3D printing to an online
service, I opted to have it printed in a polished metallic plastic,
which looked very similar to aluminum, sharing a similar aesthetic
to the generic door handles (fig. 89). The form of the handle
remained frozen, however. The continued surface transformation
was sacrificed, with the possibility that minute changes would occur
to the surface due to regular use.

I installed two clay handles on the doors. After a week, I could see
signs of use, though not as distinct as the copper or leaf material.
Changes were more subtle, but grooves from people’s hands were
clearly felt (figs 84 & 85). I valued that one could feel the changes
as opposed to merely seeing them. As the weeks proceeded,
the distortions became more pronounced, and on one particular
handle, it almost became too apparent (fig. 86). As one of my
professors confessed, people were using it as a stress-reliever.

Each of these handles served as a demonstration of form in
transition; their formation “materializes duration, it is time turned
into shape.” 44 The materials registered and united the individual
traces left. The handle does not know or exhibit who used it more;
it formulates the collective. In that sense, the makers of the handles
were the ‘handshakes’ from MFA faculty, students, and occasional
visitors, during the spring semester of 2016.

I produced and installed a third clay handle, which had a thinner
layer of clay to retain a more realistic proportion. Inspired by Weiwei
and Matta-Clark’s use of photography, I 3D scanned the third clay
handle in order to freeze its form (figs 87 & 88). I then 3D printed
it in a specific material that allowed for a surface transformation to
continue. What emerged was a symbiosis between permanence in
the frozen form that is no longer pliable for further distortions, and
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44 Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin, 62.
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4:
Extracts

90
91
Different opacities of paper used
with etched text

94
Etched bristol sleeves for collecting
paper modules

[ TEMPORALITY / PERMANENCE ]
Most forms of refurbishment or restoration entail adding layers;
painting over walls, patching up cracks or holes. It goes through an
anti-ageing process, and denial of temporality results in an artificial
relationship with time. This project addressed the issue through a
modular structure transformed over time, demonstrating gradients
of temporality and permanence. People’s interaction deconstructs
the structure by removing modules and collecting them as a
memory of the piece.
Inspired by the ConTEXTual exploration, this project is comprised
of three components: modules, structure that will hold the
modules frame), and artifact that will host the detached modules
(sleeve). The modular component was a subtractive element that
was removable, and the sleeve was additive in that it compiled
modules in a different format. The interactive behavior of the
piece referenced the ConTEXTual project as the audience removed
fragments of a complete text, and compiled them in a different
order. The result is a disjointed and interrupted narrative that
surreally belongs to the same whole.
Paper was used for its variety and workability to produce the
modules. Similar to a stack of post-it notes, modules were compiled
in short piles of removable paper. To exhibit a variety in materiality,
they were comprised of different papers and opacities: tracing,
acetate, drawing, newsprint, etc. (fig. 90). The paper modules
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92
93
CNC cut plywood frame
Cast concrete bases

presented text from the written thesis document (this document
you’re reading), sentence by sentence, as a way of making the
written component more visible to the general public. Since the
project was a demonstration of subtraction, in that it revealed by
removing, not adding to cover, I reversed the order of the text. As
you removed the top layers, you removed the latest textual layer,
and revealed an earlier text. The text was etched onto paper, as it’s a
surface removal of material, enhancing the element of subtraction
(fig. 91). The etching process allowed for a different and enhanced
material quality of the paper to be exhibited.
The modules dictated the structural frame that they nested within.
I designed it as a partition - an element in a space that loosely
referenced the idea of a pavilion, as a free standing and temporary
structure that denotes or defines a space. The partition was made of
CNC cut plywood (fig. 92), with cast concrete bases (fig. 93), echoing
typical construction materials. Each panel had 36 slots that held 10
paper modules per slot, and 9 solid spaces occupied by protruding
shelves, each carried 5 sleeves to house the removed papers. The
sleeves were made of etched, white Bristol sheets, to the size of the
slots in the partition (fig. 94) . The assembled ‘pamphlet’ acted as
a reminder and trace, extracted from a piece that was temporarily
exhibited.
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95
The partition was made of 2 panels,
with a total of 720 etched paper
modules and 90 etched bristol sleeves

The project plays along the gradient of temporality and
permanence, with the frame symbolizing the permanence in the
structure, and the modules acting as the temporary element in
their displacement (fig. 95). As more modules are removed and
taken away, the structure becomes a trace of what the piece once
was. The removed layers are monumentalized and kept as visitors
compiled them in sleeves and took them in their possession. They
left with a trace of the piece, and the piece is left as a trace of what
it once stood as. Each person who collected a sentence completes a
paragraph; this completes a chapter, and formulates a document.
Imitating the collective engagement within a built environment,
the document can only make sense if all the fragments were
brought together and reassembled.

with no inhabitants or users. The frame and building outlived the
engagement, as did the fragments and memories of it, collected
and taken away. In that sense, did it become a monument? A
memory of what it once was.

The interaction was intended and designed to demonstrate the
significance of human engagement within space, as “we engage
the built environment not to observe from a distance but to
act on it, as an object.” 45 The audience became authors of the
transformation that the piece underwent. Their engagement with
the piece by removing layers and collecting them dictated the
state of the partition and gave life to it (or took life from it). What
was left after the modules were taken away equates to a building

45 Habraken, The Structure of the Ordinary, 7.
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CONCLUSION

Future
Directions

This thesis instigated topics and themes that have interested me for
some time, and hopefully will continue to do so. Whilst researching
I was exposed to an immeasurable proportion of studies and
information related to the topics and themes of this thesis. The
delimitations of this study allowed me to focus my direction.
With that being said, there is a potential to develop a theoretical
framework to this work that I would like to pursue. This entails more
research into various concepts through literature reviews, precedent
studies, and field studies, followed by continued honing of my own
perspective into the topic, as initiated by this thesis.

Reflections

The intent of this thesis was to address the premise of
adaptability in overlooked structures through constructs and
concepts in preservation, temporality / permanence, trace, and
value. The literature review provided scope to the theoretical
framework, exposing me to related concepts and themes. The
precedents showcased work by different artists and architects
as implementations of the topics and themes. The diversity in
applications inspired my project outcomes immensely for their
coherence in concept, form and materiality.

I would like to implement an actual case study of a building in
the city to expand the application of the conceptual framework,
and take it back to its root contextual inspiration. Is there a system
or methodology that is followed in doing so? How does it differ
from one building or situation to another? How are the social,
economical, and infrastructural components addressed? How can
preservation become part of the local narrative, and exist within
it? What is the potential and viability in applying the conceptual
framework to contexts other than Doha, Qatar?

The thesis topic is comprised of poetic elements and practical
applications, and I attempted to involve both in my work. I took
a conceptual direction to the thesis and projects, as they were
demonstrations of ideas rather than stated solutions. Defining
the conceptual framework through the four terms was crucial in
outlining the direction of the projects. They provided me with a
conceptual foundation that I could tangibly design around. The
projects, both in preliminary explorations and final outcomes,
embodied the framework in various forms.

As more subtle gestures and developments, I want to continue
exploring the themes and topics through making and
documenting. The element of materiality is a characteristic of work
that I wish to pursue, experiment with, and expand on. I want to
continue documenting and collating photographs of buildings
I find interesting around Doha, as potential case studies for
speculative narratives through their alteration. I wish to continue
building a visual vocabulary that supplements the theoretical
component of my work, experimenting with media in doing so,
similar to the collages produced in the thesis.

Though this discourse intended to address the issue by dispelling
the need to destroy in order to build, it does not negate the
necessity to demolish on occasion. Growing up with the city, I
admire its development and find it inspiring. There aren’t many
places around the world where it’s convenient to remove a few
buildings and replace them with something bigger, and arguably
sometimes, better. There’s a sense of liberation and freedom in
that act. Nonetheless, the thesis highlights the need for balance
between the continuity of development and progress, with what
already exists.
To this present time, I still question my ideas and thoughts
regarding the topic. Its density and implications are vast, and
therefore allows room for one’s perspective to shift. It’s difficult to
settle on one notion because its constantly evolving as a topic in
discussions and applications – just like the title.
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